Abstract. The Riemann problem for steam injection at boiling temperature into a porous medium saturated with water was solved in [1] . Here, we correct the Riemann solution for case III and redraw the speed diagrams 3.1, 3.4 and 4.5. We redraw also the solution in case III, Mathematical subject classification: 76S05, 35L60, 35L67. 
In [1] , cases I and II are correct, but there are some mistakes that influence the solution in case III. The first relevant mistake is the statement that the saturation S † maximizes v SC F (Remark 11). The correct statement is: The wave speed diagram in Figure 4 .5 of [1] contains an error also. The correct diagrams are given in Figure 2 . There are two diagrams because the saturation shock speed and the thermal shock are different for injected saturations larger than S * . These diagrams are drawn out of scale for illustrative purposes, because the characteristic speed v The solution diagram for case III given in Figure 4 .4 of [1] must be modified. The strength of saturation shock tends to zero when the injection saturation tends to 1, while the speed of cooling discontinuity does not change. In Figure 3 we show the schematic solution for case III for three different injection saturations. g,w tends to zero when the injection saturation tends to 1, while the speed of cooling discontinuity does not change.
